
The CATalyst Difference! 

CATalyst features are designed to streamline your work and give you everything you need to optimize 

your productivity and minimize production time. CATalyst works with all your favorite writers to 

generate the best realtime feeds, transcripts, captions, and CARTView imaginable! 

CATalyst uses predictive analytics and artificial intelligence to provide you with clean translations, 

streamlined editing, and sophisticated delivery methods—all designed to save you time. 

Case CATalyst® Version 21 Wow Features! 

RealTeam™ - View Team Member 
Locations* 

Now you can quickly look at where team 
members are editing in a transcript. The cursor 
display for each connected participant will show 
the current page number location for each 
participant. You can even double click on the 
participant’s cursor to shift your view to their 
transcript location. 

RealTeam™ - Transfer to User* 

Now the Host of a RealTeam session can make 
any of the currently connected participants the 
new Host. This is great for teams when the 
Reporter is done writing for the day and the 
Scopists want to continue their RealTeam editing 
without interruption. They no longer need to 
invite each other to a new RealTeam session. 
Instead, the Reporter can simply transfer the 
hosting of the session to one of the team 
members and be on their way. 

*EDGE for CATalyst contract required.

 Phrase Maker 

The Suffix Drag/Phrase Maker feature now 
enables you to write phrases in a single stroke 
even when it is not defined in your dictionary. This 
gives you a fast way to make a phrase just by 
dragging a couple of letters! 

Case Prep - Alphabetical Heads Up List 
Now you have the ability to create a Heads Up list 

in alphabetical order. It’s now faster to find 

specific words and phrases with Case Prep. With a 
Heads Up list in alphabetical order, Case Prep can 
even become a fast way to check spellings of 
names and terms while editing a transcript! 

Fill In Fields vCard Import 
Now you can import vCard files to speed up the 
process of creating Fill In Field List entries! You 
can obtain vCard files from law firm websites and 
attorney email signatures. 



Edit vs. Translate Panes, Toolbars, 
and Settings Improvements 

Case CATalyst can now automatically adjust 
your Alternate User Settings, Panes and 
Toolbars depending on if you are editing or 
translating. This saves you the time and trouble 
of adjusting those items manually each time 
you go from translating to editing. 

CaseViewNet Browser Edition Link 

Now you can create a link for clients to click on 
when they want to connect to your 
CaseViewNet Browser Edition realtime session. 
It’s now as simple as a click for clients and 
without you needing to explain about how to 
use the Session Code and connection password. 
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PDF Hyperlinks 

You can add hyperlinks to words and phrases in 
your transcripts. You can even define words and 
phrases with hyperlinks in your dictionary. This 
gives you an automated way to produce PDFs 
with hyperlinks pointing directly to web sites and 
email addresses. 

And more… 
A new [CLEAR] format symbol has been added for 
Power Define, a new Insert Entry option has been 
added to the search feature for dictionaries, 
Touch Screen scrolling has been improved, the 
view of the printer drop-down list has been 
improved, and much, much more! 

You can read all about V21 features and enhancements in the CATalyst 
Release Notes! Open the Readme and click the CATalyst Release Notes 
link! 




